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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
GANA provides a forum for exchanging information and ideas, for reaching consensus and presenting a unified voice on matters affecting the
architectural glass industry and for developing the management and technical sophistication necessary to remain competitive in a constantly changing
business environment. Building Envelope Contractors The Building Envelope Contractors Division is comprised of glazing contractors with the
technical expertise and management skills required to fulfill the more complex and sophisticated glazing products and suppliers to the contract glazing
industry. Flat Glass Manufacturing The Flat Glass Manufacturing Division is comprised of manufacturers of flat glass and those companies maintaining
a float glass plant in North America, in addition to associate members that supply goods and services to the flat glass industry. Insulating The
Insulating Division is comprised of manufacturers of companies that produce insulating glass units, and suppliers of materials used in insulating glass
units. Laminating The Laminating Division is comprised of companies that fabricate laminated products for safety, security and sound reduction, and
suppliers of materials used to make laminated products. Mirror The Mirror Division consists of companies that silver flat glass and their suppliers.
Some sell predominately through the mass merchants, some distribute through traditional flat glass channels, and others are O.E.M. suppliers to other
manufacturers. You may also visit the official website of the GANA Mirror Division at www.mirrorlink.org. Tempering The Tempering Division is
comprised of companies that produce fully tempered and heat-strengthened glass products for the consumer, architectural and automotive markets,
and the suppliers of materials used to make tempered products.
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Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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